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Content INC246683 – 17 April 2019

- a major incident occurred on 17 April 2019 on T2S, most severe incident ever on T2S

- Incorrect loading of autocollateralisation templates mixing data of previous and current business day
o The misalignment in the communication between Settlement and LCMM modules

o The usage of inaccurate collateral data in the Settlement Operational Database (ODB)

o The stopping of the synchronisation of the Informational Database (IDB) due to missing postings

o The delay of the Operating Day of several hours (the business day D closed at 22H05)

o The incorrect reporting with some missing outbound messages such as sese.025

o Effects on the reconciliation process for the affected CSDs in order to fully align their positions, balances and postings with those of T2S:

- CLEARSTREAM Frankfurt is filing a financial claim (?)

- IBERCLEAR urges for an official T2S letter to distribute to the community

- NBB-SSS: 

- lucky that no corporate actions were active on the possibly wrong positions

- no requests for info by NBB-SSS Participants during the incident
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Quicker & correct identification of affected balances/positions
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Way 
forward

- Operational tool for draft CR “ODB/IDB alignment” (Minor Change)
- Ensure the identification of the inconsistencies with the consistency check as it is the case 

today, but also make it possible to run the consistency check more than once until no 
inconsistencies are detected.

- Additionally, the semt.002 report should always use the EOD view and not a view associated 
to a timestamp, in order to avoid a possible misalignment between ODB and IDB and to 
have a correct report at the EOD.

Institution Feedback/Proposal
OMG The 4CB need to be in a position to proactively isolate and provide to the users the affected balances/positions 

on the day of the incident

NBB-SSS Sharing the correct info at key moments is crucial: if the end-of-day reports are said to be correct, then it must 
be true. Better to wait longer if needed to be 100% certain than risking to extend the problem.

Banco de 
Portugal

Proactively inform the NCBs on possible incorrect balances/cash posting found (so that they can be passed on 
to the community and minimize the impact), as well as minimizing the U2A impacts of this kind of incidents.



Provision of data to CBs/CSDs to recover after incident
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Institution Feedback
BdF Need to provide the correct cash postings (camt.053) offline in case of ODB/IDB misalignments

VP All of them, but it might vary based on the situation.

CBF XML messages need to be delivered (not Excel). In terms of message types, we require: semt.013, semt.014, 
semt.015, semt.020, sese.023, sese.024, sese.025, sese.027, sese.028, sese.029, sese.031, sese.032, camt.019

Monte Titoli In bold the critical ones: semt.002, semt.017, semt.016, semt.018, sese.025, sese.024, sese.032, semt.027, 
semt.040

NBB-SSS Need to be able to generate missing messages. We need T2S to be able to send missing messages, especially 
the ones creating instructions (sese.023 and sese.032), status advice (sese.024) and confirmations (sese.025), 
cash debit/credit notifications (camt.054), and parallel intraposition movements (semt.013, semt.014, semt.015) 
and statements (semt.002)

Iberclear Message types needed: sese.025, sese.032 and sese.023 COPY, with MITI reference. With XML format, or T2S 
application sends the missed messages (CR to be raised).

Interbolsa sese.025, sese.024 in case of partial settlement



Standardise the information shared by Service Desk
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Way 
forward

- Define a process in the T2S MOP dealing with «missing data» incident scenarios

- Market Infrastructure Board June 2019: T2S MUST send missing messages in full, not just
provide XLS

Institution Feedback
OMG Need to agree/standardise the information shared by the 4CB (e.g. a commonly defined list or template for 

instructions/positions/balances)

Monte Titoli We can accept not to receive the missing inx messages via A2A but via mail but, additionally to the T2Sid, it’s 
key to know the PartyBIC entitled to receive those messages and, in case is a sese.025 missing, also the 
indication if it’s partial or total settlement confirmation.
Regarding the Report (semt.016, semt.017, semt.018 and semt.002) the business items in each of them is quite 
important so the ideal situation should be to receive the missing (or correct) information as much as possible 
complete.

NBB-SSS Sharing information in the T2S community is important: other CSDs could have benefited from 
experience/issues encountered which were discussed during bilateral talks.

Interbolsa Partially settled quantities/cash amounts and the corresponding settlement timestamps were missing


